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Abstract

This work settles a first step toward a formal model of
multi-agent systems with dynamic organizations. It
considers the double problem of giving formal models
for both the notion of organization and
organizational dynamics in multi-agent systems. The
population-organization model is introduced for such
purpose. A sequence of dynamical concepts of
increasing complexity is definded for population and
organization structures, until the formal concept of
multi-agent system with dynamic organization is
reached. The full paper is available from the authors.

Introduction

Open multi-agent systems can be defined as multi-agent
systems which agents can enter and leave freely. In
general, the reseaxch work on multi-agent systems has not
dealt explicitly with problems brought about by systems
openness, in particnlm’, the problem of organization
dynamics. By dynamics of organization we mean the set of
transformations to which the organization of an open multi-
agent system can he submitted during the system’s
functioning, due to the mutual influence of: its functional
constraints, the changes in its environment, the entrance
and the departure of agents in its strncmre, or the
conceiver’s or the user’s intervention.

One of the general problems that must be faced by a
representational framework for dynamical organizations is
that of representing means and requirements for the
maintainance of the organizational integrity of a system in
view of changes in its organization. Crucial to this is the
problem of having agents reliably acquiring, maintaining
and reasoning about dynamical descriptions of the
changing organization. Out work addresses basic issues
concerned with the latter problem, in preparation for
tackling the former.

A Population-Organization Model for Multi-
Agent Systems

A multi-agent system (a society) may be analysed
according to the following two aspects: its population and
its organization. From a time-invariant point of view, the
population structure of a multi-agent system is formally
defined as a structure Pop = (Ag, Bh, lp;bc, ic), where Ag is
the population set, Bh is the set containing any behavior
that any agent is able to perform, lp the set of all
interaction processes that any two agents may perform
together, bc : Ag -> P(Bh) the behavioral capability
function of the system’s agents, and ic : Ag x Ag -> P (Ip)
the interaction capability function of the system’s agents.

The organization structure of a multi-agent system is a
structure Org = (Ro,LO where Ro is the set of
organizational roles that agents may perform in the
system, and Li, a subset of Ro x Ro, is the set of
organizatinal links between roles. An organization
implementation relation for Org in Pop is a relation imp
showing which roles are performed by which agents, and
which organizational links are realizaed by which agent
interaction processes.

A time-invariant multi-agent system can then be defined
as a structure PopOrgEnv = (Pop, Org, Enw, int) where Pop
and Org are as above, Env is the system’s environment,
recutsively described as a multi-agent system, and int is
the system’s interface capability relation, defining how
particular system agents interact with environment agents,
in the same way that ic, above, defmes internal interactions.

The time-varying model arises from the time-invariant
model through the use of time-indexed families of the sets
involved in the model. Such sets allow introducing into the
model the concept of state of organization and the concept
of dynamics of organization states, the latter being defined
as a transition relation between organization states,
possibly responsive to particular features of the interaction
processes occurring between the system and the
environment.
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